The ImpUNITY framework is an extension of the UNITY framework. It contains several program structuring mechanisms and puts special emphasis on compositional re nement of both speci cations and programs. It has an associated temporal logic, formal re nement notions, and program transformation rules. In this paper we s h o w h o w coordination in the form of a shared tuple space between communicating ImpUNITY programs is modelled and used during formal program speci cation and re nement. We exemplify our formalism by a larger case study on a phone system where communication in the system is partly taken care of via a tuple space.
Introduction
Several examples of action based coordination languages have been presented in the literature. The shared dataspace language Swarm 4] is based on UNITY 3] . There are, however, some di erences: a S w arm program is based on a dynamic set of nondeterministic transaction statements. The ensures relation and the xed point property h a ve been reformulated, but most of the UNITY theory can be directly applied to the Swarm-logic. The so called synchrony relation allows transactions to be added and deleted from the transaction space during an execution allowing a dynamic set of statements. In contrast to UNITY the Swarm programs terminate when the transaction space is empty. The Gamma language 2, 5] is based on a multiset of actions that work on a shared tuple space. Gamma has an associated semantics, and re nement rules. This language is based on transition rules. Moreover, Gamma-programs model terminating computations. Both of these languages concentrate on the interaction with a shared tuple space as the main communication medium.
Our main interest in this paper is to investigate how w e can combine di erent systems and languages via a shared tuple space. The languages themselves can be for example standard imperative languages. Hence we study a framework, in which w e c a n h a ve both the possibility for communication via a shared tuple space, and more standard imperative programming constructs. Additionally we w ant to bring structure in the tuple space and the state spaces of the local programs, by allowing parts of them to be hidden and making it possible to restrict the access rights of di erent components to the tuple space.
We discuss how the ImpUNITY-framework can be used for this purpose. The ImpUNITY-framework was introduced by Udink and Kok 8, 6] . It is an extension of the UNITY-framework of Chandy and Misra 3] with the emphasis on formal re nement notions between programs and a collection of program structuring mechanisms. Moreover, the ImpUNITY framework supports compositional re nement of both speci cations and programs. In this paper we extend this framework further and show h o w communication via shared tuple space is treated when specifying and deriving programs within this framework.
We s h o w the practical applicability of our framework by deriving a specication for a phone system in a stepwise manner starting from a speci cation 1 that gives properties for a shared tuple space and ending up with a network of programs describing the behaviour of the individual phones. The communication in the resulting system is partly organized via a shared tuple space.
The overview of the rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we discuss the ImpUNITY Programming Language and its extension to coordination. We s h o w that the extension can be done with minor modi cations to the language. Then in section 3 we i n troduce the ImpUNITY logic. The logic can used as such within the extended language. In section 4 the di erent re nement notions between ImpUNITY speci cations and programs are discussed. We also give some examples of program transformation rules. Then in section 5 we g i v e the case study on the phone system. We end in section 6 with some concluding remarks.
The ImpUNITY Programming Language
In this section we discuss the ImpUNITY programming language. ImpUNITY can be seen as a mixture between UNITY and the language of the action system formalism. It has an associated temporal logic similar to the logic of UNITY 3] and it has formal re nement notions and the structuring mechanisms (procedures, local variables) of the the action system formalism 1].
Statements in an ImpUNITY program are any statements in an extended language of guarded commands 8]. In addition to the above m e n tioned features, like with action systems, we a l l o w statements to be nondeterministic. Nondeterministic choice between statements is denoted by the symbol 2. F urthermore, we de ne a standard re nement ordering on statements as follows.
Let S and S 0 be two statements. We s a y that the statement S is re ned by the statement S Figure 1 . This program models a bu er that communicates with its environment b y a procedure interface. An environment is also an ImpUNITY program. Messages are put in the bu er by calling the procedure ushin and the bu er outputs messages by calling the procedure ushout. The hidesection of Buf speci es that variable b cannot be read by a n e n vironment and the external-section speci es that variable b cannot be written by a n environment. The statement i n t h e assign-section of Buf takes care of the output of the messages in b.
Formally, an ImpUNITY program consists of the following sections.
The external-section, containing a statement (called a modi er) which speci es the way a n e n vironment i s a l l o wed to change the state. Typically, w e will use modi ers of the form read only(Y ), where Y is a set of variables. This modi er speci es that an environment is not allowed to change the values of variables in Y . The modi er of a program F is denoted by external(F ). 1. that it does not matter for the execution of T from an initial state whether b has a certain value or not in this initial state, the outcome of T will be the same (i.e. T assigns a value to b, b u t i t does not read b), 2. or that the execution of T is independent of the execution of S: they can be executed in either order (i.e. T does not read nor write the variable b).
The import-section, containing declarations of procedures that are imported by the program. This set of imported procedures is denoted by import(F ), and the de nitions of these procedures must be provided by a n e n vironment.
The export-section, de ning procedures that are exported by the program. This set of procedure de nitions is denoted by export(F ).
The initially-section, containing a predicate that speci es the possible initial states of the program. This predicate is denoted by init(F ).
There should exist at least one state that satis es init(F ).
The assign-section, containing a set of statements that may contain calls to procedures in the import-section and the export-section. The set of statements is denoted by assign(F ), statements are separated by the symbol ].
Let us now discuss how the ImpUNITY framework can deal with a form of coordination.
The rst observation is that the ImpUNITY framework is rather abstract. The properties are based on predicates, and the form of statements is not speci ed. Also modi ers are just statements. The states describe the values of variables and the contents of a shared tuple space.
We use special statements to manipulate the tuple space. In this paper we use statements that add and remove tuples, and that can check for the presence of tuples in the tuple space. Let T denote the tuple space. The statement add(T t) adds the tuple t into the tuple space and remove(T t) removes the tuple from T . Furthermore, t 2 T is true when the tuple t is present in the tuple space. We will subsequently leave out the name of the tuple space when refering to it. It is, however, possible to have s e v eral distinct tuple spaces shared by ImpUNITY programs and then the naming become necessary.
For a typical coordination language we w ould assume that all the variables are local (that is, there are corresponding statements in the hide-section, and read only(Var) is part of the modi er for the set of all variables Var). The access to the tuple space is similarly restricted by declaring it appropriately. Hence, read only(t) in the external-section restricts the access of the environment to the tuple t in the tuple space. In case we w ant to restrict the environment from adding or removing certain tuples t, w e add statements like add(t) o r remove(t) i n to the hide-section.
The execution model of ImpUNITY is the UNITY execution model: statements in the assign-section are executed in a random order and there is a weak fairness assumption.
A program can be combined with an environment (i.e. another program) through the union operator. However, not all programs can be put together by the union operator. We need to take i n to account the restrictions caused by the external-section and by the hide-section of both the program and the environment. If two ImpUNITY programs F and G satisfy these restrictions, then we can de ne their union F ]G. T h e t wo assign sections are then put together such that assign(F ]G) def = (assign(F ) assign(G)). The other sections of the program follow directly (for example, the hide-section of the combined program contains the union of the statements of the two hidesections).
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Let us look at the tuple space of a union of two programs more closely.
Let T be the tuple space shared by the two ImpUNITY programs F and G. Then the idea is that the declarations in the two component programs partition the tuple space into local parts T F and T G of the two programs so that T = T F T G . The two programs can refer to the shared tuple space without making any distinction on where the tuple space is located, but respecting the access constraints declared in the respective programs. The programs can also access separate tuple spaces using the naming convention.
The ImpUNITY Logic
The ImpUNITY-logic is a UNITY-like logic. The logic is based on the UNITY-properties and takes the possible interaction of an environment i n to account. We rst give a brief overview of the properties in the UNITY-logic. Then we s h o w w h y this logic is not su ciently powerfull to reason about ImpUNITY programs in a compositional manner. Thereafter we de ne a new UNITY-property, i n ternal leadsto, that allows us to reason about the leadsto properties of a program in any e n vironment. Finally, based on this we introduce the ImpUNITY-logic as an extension of the UNITY-logic and give the needed compositionality properties of ImpUNITY-programs. To distinguish properties in the ImpUNITY-logic from the other properties, the new properties are subscripted by , while properties in the standard UNITY-logic of Chandy and Misra are subscripted by CM throughout this paper.
For our purposes, we can view a standard UNITY program as a special case of an ImpUNITY program in which there is only an assign-section. Hence there are no imported nor exported procedures, and there are no restrictions on the environment. The logic of UNITY is based on properties of programs. They are de ned as follows (quanti cations are over all statements in the assign-section of the program, p and q are predicates over the state space):
invariant CM p = h8S : fpgSfpgi p unless CM q = h8S : fp: qgSfp _ qgi p ensures CM q = p unless CM qĥ 9 S : fp: qgSfqgi 6
The leadsto property 7 ! CM is de ned as the smallest property that satis es the following three requirements: p e n s u r es CM q ) p 7 ! CM q p 7 ! CM q^q 7 ! CM r ) p 7 ! CM r h8i : p i 7 ! CM q ) 9 i : p i 7 ! CM qi The rst step on the way to the ImpUNITY-logic is to see how w e can approximate a call to an imported procedure. We w ant to nd a statement such that a call to an imported procedure can be replaced by this statement. This would give u s a w ay to calculate standard UNITY properties of a program we substitute this statement for each call to an imported procedure and treat the resulting program as a standard UNITY program.
An imported procedure of the program is de ned as an exported procedure in an environment. The body of an exported procedure of the environment can do two things: it can execute statements, and these are restricted by t h e modi er of the external-section of the program, and it can call exported procedures of the program. Formally, the (maximal) interference of a program We use these standard UNITY properties of ImpUNITY programs in the de nition of the properties in the ImpUNITY logic.
The next step in de ning the ImpUNITY logic is the introduction of the internal leadsto property ;. CM . The main motivation for the introduction of this property i s t h a t w e w ant t o h a ve a property that satis es p ;. CM q i n F p unless CM q i n G ) p ;. CM q i n F ]G In UNITY the ensures CM property satis es this requirement, but 7 ! CM does not satisfy it. Programs in ImpUNITY have more structure (in fact, parts of the program are not visible to an environment), and we can nd a property between ensures CM and 7 ! CM that satis es this requirement.
Let us rst sketch the problems with the 7 ! CM property. Assume p 7 ! CM q i n F and p unless CM q i n G . W e c a n h a ve a n i n termediate predicate p The idea is to use this rule for the transitive closure. We assume p_runless CM q about the environment. What we need to know i s t h a t b o t h punless CM r _q and r unless CM q hold in the environment. That we k n o w t h a t p_r u n l e s s CM q holds for the environment is not su cient. Therefore we need to nd an extra condition on the environment. This can be done by putting a restriction on inter(F Let us look more closely at the side conditions. There are two conditions in this de nition. Both require something of inter(F ), and their intention is that we restrict the environment i n s u c h a w ay t h a t w e are able to prove p unless CM (r _ q) and r unless CM q of the environment for item 2, and for all i, p i unless CM q of the environment for item 3.
For the transitive closure, assume that fr: qginter(F )f:p _ r _ qg in Hoare triple notation or, equivalently, i n w eakest precondition notation, fr: qg ) inter(F )(f:p _ r _ qg). Now w e can prove t h e t wo unless properties (p unless CM r _ q and r unless CM q) of the environment.
1. The property punless CM r _q is implied by fp^:r^:qginter(F)fp_r_ qg. This is implied by the property p _runless CM q of the environment. The properties de ned above are UNITY-like properties in the sense that they can be used in a similar way as the standard UNITY properties. All theorems derived in 3] for properties of a single program also hold for the ImpUNITY properties. Furthermore, the theorems derived for the ensures CM property also hold for the ;. CM and ;. properties. And then, the following substitution theorem holds. The main idea behind the ImpUNITY approach i s t h a t w e w ant t o h a ve a framework that supports the compositional re nement of both speci cations and programs. The framework is shown in Figure 2 . First, a system is speci ed using the assumption that the program is a closed system (no interference from an environment). Then there are two ways to re ne the speci cation. A speci cation can be re ned using the standard UNITY theorems. Moreover, a speci cation can be split into speci cations of components using the compositional ImpUNITY properties. A speci cation of a component can again be re ned using the standard UNI-TY theorems. As soon as a speci cation is speci c enough, an ImpUNITY program is developed that satis es the speci cation. This can be done independently for each component in the speci cation. Then, a program is transformed using re nement on the program level. The ImpUNITY framework has two notions of program re nement: observable re nement a n d a compositional notion of re nement. The observable notion of re nement i s the natural notion of program re nement for programs that run in isolation. It expresses that all observable properties of a program are preserved, i.e. an ImpUNITY program F is re ned by an ImpUNITY program G if G satises every speci cation that is also satis ed by F . This notion of program re nement is not compositional. The second notion of program re nement is compositional and says that an ImpUNITY program F is re ned by a n ImpUNITY program G if G ]H satis es every speci cation that is also satised by F ]H for every environment H . F or this notion of program re nement we give a n umber of program transformation rules. Next we i n troduce the two notions of program re nement. Observational program re nement is based on observable properties, properties that do not refer to hidden variables. For coordination languages in which a l l v ariables are hidden this implies that the observational properties are only about the shared tuple-space. The compositional notion of program re nement is observable re nement in any e n vironment. We can use a more general form of program union that allows local variables of the components to be renamed before programs are composed. Note that this de nition of program union is only unique up to local renaming. We s a y that a set of variables is local to an ImpUNITY program if the variables can neither be read nor written by t h e e n vironment, and a set of variables is fresh if the variables are not read nor written by the program, and the program does not pose any restrictions on the use of the variables by t h e e n vironment. We d o n o t g i v e the formal de nitions. A local renaming is a renaming of a program where local variables are replaced by fresh variables.
Since observable program re nement concerns full programs, it is only interesting to examine environments for which the union results in a full program, that is a program in which there is no need for the import of procedures. Then, we de ne re nement F v G of ImpUNITY programs F and G as observable re nement i n a n y e n vironment for which the union leads to a full program.
For practical program re nement it is useful to have a collection of program transformation rules available. We g i v e next some examples of such rules for ImpUNITY programs.
Statements that behave similarly, but di er only in their guards can be combined into one statement that is enabled if one of its components is enabled.
Transformation 4.3 (Combine statements)
Let F and G be ImpUNITY programs that only di er in their assign-sections.
Let U = fp i ! S j i 2 I g be a subset of assign(F ), and let statement
Under certain conditions we are allowed to strengthen the guard of a statement. Here, we denote by F n S the program F from which statement S is removed from the assign-section. For an overview of the ImpUNITY rules, including the more powerful rules of data re nement, consult 6].
Phone System
In this section we derive a speci cation of a phone system via a number of re nement steps. We start from the following initial speci cation, consisting of a non-interference condition and two unless CM properties. The predicate connection fi jg is true when hconnection fi j gi is present in the tuple space, and no connection i is true when hno connection ii is present in the tuple space.
Assume that there is no interference, i.e. that inter(Phone) = skip For all i = 1 : : : n no connection i unless CM h9j : j 6 = i : connection fi jg i in Phone For all i j = 1 : : : n, i 6 = j , connection fi jg unless CM no connection i^n o connection j in Phone Let us now re ne this speci cation to a program based on the nite state diagrams in Figure 3 . These represent the distributed state space of the phone system with its possible transitions. There are n phones, called phone i for i = 1 : : : n. E v ery phone has 3 + 3n states, namely 1 2 3 a n d Next, our goal is to derive n ImpUNITY programs, one per each phone in the system. Let us therefore distribute the previous properties over the phones. The phones will have p r o p e r t i e s a s a b o ve, but we m a k e e a c h phone separately responsible for the progress properties ;. . Let now Phone = Finally, w e make the step to an ImpUNITY program and nd the following programs Phone i for each phone, where we de ne Phone to be the union of the Phone i 's.
We h a ve t wo forms of communication between the programs Phone i :
1. Communication via the tuple space (statements add and remove work on the tuple space, one of the guards, connection fi jg , c hecks whether the tuple hconnected fi j gi is present in the tuple space).
2. Synchronous communication in the form of procedure calls (Phone i calls a procedure in Phone j which in turn calls a procedure in Phone i .
All variables are local to Phone i , so there is no communication between the phones via shared variables. In the program we use the convention that write only(V ), with V a set of variables, stands for the set of statements fwrite only(v) : v 2 V g.
Further re nements can be done using program re nement (for example using the transformation rules of the previous section). We g i v e one example of a program re nement step.
Program Phone i
shown appealing to the rules to add and split statements and strenghten a guard presented in the previous section.
As the next step we utilize the union operator by decomposing the system into a switch board program SwitchBoard and n phone programs SPhone i .
We come to the program X (SPhone 1 ] ]SPhone n ]SwitchBoard) where X is an operator which acts on programs and extends the hide-section of the program with add and remove statements of tuples in the set X . T h e set X in our case is the following set: f(hi idle? j i) (hi disconn j i) (hi called j i) : i j : j 6 = ig
The resulting program is a re nement of the original speci cation. Now t h e communication from a phone to the switch board is asynchronous via the tuple space, but the switch board always initiates synchronous communication with the caller and callee.
As a further re nement step we could replace the switch board with a set of switch boards each responsible for some set of phones. Thereafter this set of phones associated to a swith board could be made dynamic so that when a phone is idle, it can move from one switch board to some other. The next step is then to allow s u c h a m o vement a t a n y time. In this way w e can develop a high level speci cation of a mobile phone system where the coordination among the switch boards is via a tuple space, but the communication from a switch board to some particular phone is synchronous using procedure calls as above.
Conclusions
We h a ve s h o wn that the ImpUNITY framework is suited to study coordination. Communication via a shared tuple space is a natural add to this formalism. In addition to this form of communication, the ImpUNITY framework has an associated logic and it gives (compositional) formal re nement notions for programs. Furthermore, the framework gives several possibilities to structure programs and state spaces (like procedures, and hiding of information).
We h a ve shown the practical applicability of the ImpUNITY framework by deriving a speci cation for a phone system. Our initial speci cation gave properties only on the visible tuple space. The nal program of this paper was a union of all the component programs, SPhone i , together with a switch board program SwitchBoard. W e i n c l u d e d t wo forms of communication between ImpUNITY programs for this example, namely communication via the tuple space and communication via procedure calls. From a programming methodology viewpoint i t m i g h t be better to use just one form of communication.
